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A : Any processing of data before it is permanently recorded

Q : What is real-time?

REAL TIME 
PROCESSINGDATA IN

SAVED DATA STORAGE
DETECTOR

 
DISCARDED DATA DEV/NULL
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Why do we need to process data before recording it?

~30 Eb/
year

LHCb CMS/ATLAS

Data volume 
at detector

~1 Zb/
year
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Because HEP detectors produce too much data to store

Why do we need to process data before recording it?

~30 Eb/
year

LHCb CMS/ATLAS

Data volume 
at detector

~1 Zb/
yearGlobal internet 

dataflow 2015

~640 Eb/
year
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Real-time processing reduces data by 3-5 orders of magnitude

Data volumes @ LHC after real-time processing

~30 Eb/
year

LHCb CMS/ATLAS

Data volume 
at detector

~1 Zb/
year

Data volume 
for analysts

~30 Pb/
year

~40 Pb/
year

Global internet 
dataflow 2015

~640 Eb/
year
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Distinguish fixed & variable latency, selection & compression

What kinds of real-time data processings exist?
Fixed latency

Event selection

Variable latency

Data compression
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What kinds of real-time data processings exist?
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Event selection
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What kinds of real-time data processings exist?
Fixed latency

Event selection

Variable latency

Data compression

ATLAS/CMS/LHCb 
first level calo & 
muon triggers

ATLAS/CMS/LHCb 
High Level Triggers

ALICE upgrade 
TPC processing

ATLAS “trigger level analysis” 
CMS    “data scouting” 
LHCb   “real-time analysis”

Distinguish fixed & variable latency, selection & compression!10



Driven by fixed-latency selection, analysis on efficiency plateau

Traditional real-time processing, or “triggering”

July 2006
SSI 2006

3
P. Sphicas
Triggering

Collisions at the LHC: summary

Particle

Proton - Proton 2804 bunch/beam
Protons/bunch 1011

Beam energy 7 TeV (7x1012 eV)
Luminosity 1034cm-2s-1

Crossing rate 40 MHz

Collision rate § 107-109

Parton
(quark, gluon)

Proton

Event selection:
1 in 10,000,000,000,000
Event selection:
1 in 10,000,000,000,000

l
l

jetjet

Bunch

SUSY.....

Higgs

Zo

Zo
e+

e+

e-

e-

New physics rate § .00001 Hz 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.02366


 

Why does LHCb not run at ATLAS/CMS luminosities today?

LHCb
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http://www.hep.ph.ic.ac.uk/~wstirlin/plots/plots.html


Fixed-latency trigger only effective up to around 4∙1032

Why does LHCb not run at ATLAS/CMS luminosities today?

 

LHCb

The plot which 
basically motivated 
the LHCb upgrade
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http://www.hep.ph.ic.ac.uk/~wstirlin/plots/plots.html


 

Let’s consider the implications of this plot for a moment

Beyond a certain pileup, most bunch crossings will contain charm or beauty hadrons.  

But not all beauty and charm hadrons decay in way which are interesting to us. 

We cannot distinguish between interesting and uninteresting bunch crossings without 
bringing together information from the whole detector to infer what kind of beauty or 
charm hadron decay occurred in a given bunch crossing 

This is where our first upgrade design choice comes from: read out the full detector at 
30 MHz and make all data available for variable latency (asynchronous) processing. Very 
hard problem but if you succeed the processing architecture is actually quite simple, 
compact, and extremely flexible. I’ll come back to this later.
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Or in a picture…
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Data volume increases quadratically even with 0 background. 
Select pp collisions, not bunch crossings, in real time!

And what about data volumes?

• No pileup suppression 
• Pileup suppression
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So how do we carry out precise pileup suppression?

From selection to compression : real-time analysis

Most physics measurements require only a signal candidate and information about 
the specific pp collision which produced it ➞ the rest is pileup 

The higher the luminosity, the larger the fraction of event data caused by pileup 

Hence create more room for signal by compressing & removing pileup in real-time!
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We also need to align and calibrate our detector in real time

!18



Implemented for the first time in Run 2 with offline like quality from very early in 2015. 
Not only tracker but also RICH and calorimeter. For me this is the most impressive aspect 
of LHCb’s Run 2 and required a huge team effort across projects and working groups.

So we did!

Few % control of calorimeter 
response changes due to ageing!

!19



Unlike ATLAS and CMS, LHCb must maintain a data-driven permille level control of its 
efficiency across the kinematic and geometric acceptance of the detector. Requires 
collecting an extremely wide range of tag-and-probe samples in real time.

We also need to measure our efficiencies in real-time!

!20



Full flexibility to store “additional” detector information if required by some analyses

Then select signals and associate them to pp collisions

!21



We will have MHz of signals in our acceptance! 
A traditional “inclusive” trigger would struggle to 
achieve 1/100 rejection efficiently.

So how will this evolve towards the LHCb upgrade?

The anatomy of an LHCb event in the upgrade era, and implications for the LHCb trigger Ref: LHCb-PUB-2014-027

Public Note Issue: 1

6 Reconstructed yields Date: May 21, 2014

b-hadrons c-hadrons light, long-lived hadrons

Reconstructed yield 0.0317± 0.0006 0.118± 0.001 0.406± 0.002
✏(pT > 2GeV/c) 85.6± 0.6% 51.8± 0.5% 2.34± 0.08%
✏(⌧ > 0.2 ps) 88.1± 0.6% 63.1± 0.5% 99.46± 0.03%
✏(pT)⇥ ✏(⌧) 75.9± 0.8% 32.6± 0.4% 2.30± 0.08%
✏(pT)⇥ ✏(⌧)⇥ ✏(LHCb) 27.9± 0.3% 22.6± 0.3% 2.17± 0.07%

Output rate 270 kHz 800 kHz 264 kHz

Table 6: Per-event yields determined from 100k of upgrade minimum-bias events after partial offline
reconstruction. The first row indicates the number of candidates which had at least two tracks from
which a vertex could be produced. The last row shows the output rate of a trigger selecting such
events with perfect efficiency, assuming an input rate of 30 MHz from the LHC, as expected during
upgrade running. A breakdown of each category is available in Table 14.

Figure 1: HLT partially reconstructed (but fully reconstructible) signal rates as a function of decay
time for candidates with pT > 2 GeV/c (left) and transverse momentum cuts for candidates with
⌧ > 0.2 ps(right). The rate is for two-track combinations that form a vertex only for candidates that
can be fully reconstructed offline, ie: All additional tracks are also within the LHCb acceptance.
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40 Tbit/second made available for processing in a 
data centre. This is an enormous challenge in itself

The LHCb detector readout for the upgrade

!23
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LHC bunch crossing (40 MHz)

DETECTOR READOUT

26% FULL

68% TURBO  &  
real-time analysis

6% CALIB

PARTIAL RECONSTRUCTION (HLT1)

FULL RECONSTRUCTION (HLT2)

REAL-TIME ALIGNMENT & 
CALIBRATION

Physics analysis

OFFLINE PROCESSING

OFFLINE PROCESSING

040 Tb/s 
30 MHz non-empty pp

1-2 Tb/s 
0.5 - 1.5 MHz

80 Gb/s

LHCb upgrade dataflow



“Traditional” inclusive selections selecting bunch crossings. 
Must be based on tracks, so require 30 MHz tracking at 2⋅1033! !25

What is the physics content of HLT1?



LHCb 2021 real-time tracking has to handle the same data volume 
as the GPD HL-LHC upgrades! Except earlier and for less money… !26

Pause and compare this to ATLAS/CMS HL-LHC processing



Required HLT1 throughput achieved in 2019! !27

And we are there!



Combine new algorithms with much lighter data structures !28

How was this achieved?

May 7th, 2019 C. Hasse

Efficiencies

11

Hit Efficiency == hard barrier (some ideas to be tested)

*No 2nd Loop, mom. dep. search windows
FromB P>3GeV, PT>500MeV (20k Bs phi phi):

PrForwardTracking*   83.88% / 3.81% Ghosts 

SciFiTrackForwarding 81.09% / 5.33% GhostsRequires hits on both x-layers in last SciFi 
station, we are investigating relaxing this

Each tracking algorithm now outputs its 
own minimal (POD-style) track type as 
input to the next one. To be seen if these 
can be consolidated into a general POD-
track without major loss of performance.

VELO clustering and tracking is now merged 
into a single vectorized algorithm, gained 
almost x2 in speed while improving physics 
performance over the “fast” scalar code.

Minimize data being passed within reco 
sequence so only algorithms which actually 
need e.g. backwards VELO tracks get them.



Exploits flexibility of our Run 3 DAQ by implementing HLT1 directly in the servers 
receiving the data from the detector. Judged viable by external review, full cost-
benefit analysis ongoing to decide if we will use this already in Run 3. !29

And we also developed a GPU HLT1!



Linear scaling of throughput vs. occupancy, and throughput vs. the 
theoretical TFLOPS of each card. Optimal use of hardware! !30

A brief look at the GPU HLT1 performance



Optimize for charm as beauty is easier. Efficiencies depend on 
what HLT2 can consume — ideally 1 MHz, 500 kHz is tolerable !31

So what kinds of HLT1 efficiencies can we expect?



Adds tracking for particles produced outside the vertex detector, 
low pT particles, CALO reconstruction & full particle identification. !32

So what is the content of HLT2?

VELO track Downstream track

Long track

Upstream track

T track

VELO
TT

T1 T2 T3

Tracker : chaged particle reconstruction

Particle identification : RICH, Muon, ECAL

Neutral reconstruction : ECAL



Quite far from the requirement but we have good hope to use what we learned 
improving HLT1 to improve here as well. Must improve all algorithms! !33

What about the current HLT2 performance?
LHCb Upgrade simulation Throughput rate 90 kHz

Figure 1: Breakdown of the current Hlt 2 reconstruction throughput rate for the LHCb upgrade.

Figure 1 shows the current (work in progress) status of the Hlt 2 reconstruction1

throughput using the nighly tests of September 1st, 2019.2

The throughput of the Hlt 2 process is measured on simulated minimum bias events in3

nominal upgrade datataking conditions, using a reference server node equipped with two4

Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPUs. The overall farm throughput quoted in Fig. 1 is projected by5

assuming that LHCb will be able to purchase 1000 such reference nodes for Run 3. The6

throughput is measured automatically in nightly tests; a breakdown of the reconstruction7

rate can be read o↵ from the logs. To obtain the breakdown in this granularity the test8

has been run privately
1

9

Details have been presented at the 92
nd

LHCb week
2
.10

1Brunel/run python lhcb-benchmark-scripts/RunHlt2ThroughputJobs.py
--outfileTag Hlt2Reco -j 40 -n 1000 --FTDecoVersion 2 -a Reco PrForwardTrackingBest
PrHybridSeedingBest PrMatchNNBest PrLongLivedTrackingBest TrackBestTrackCreator
TrackAddExtraInfoSeq RecoDecodingSeq RecoTrFastSeq RecoRICHSeq RecoMUONSeq
RecoCALOFUTURESeq --forcerun -t1 Hlt2Reconstruction UpgradeHLT1FilteredMinbias

2
https://indico.cern.ch/event/825670/contributions/3454113/attachments/1863129/

3062707/19-06-17-Hlt2Throughput.pdf

1



Real-time analysis reduces required resources by more than 2!

Coming back to what this does to our data rates

Fraction of trigger output selecting pp collisions, not bunch crossings

Run 2 data rate

Run 3 data rate without real-time analysis
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So why does all this require a “project”?

!35



The structure is as important as the technical goal!

Organisation assures quality, reliability, maintainability

!36

Remember: real-time analysis means that for most of our physics, we are now 
discarding the raw data within a bunch crossing in real-time. 

If you make a mistake you cannot redo it. Your software just became more sensitive to 
errors in real-time processing than any hardware detector! 

But we have a strong culture in high-energy physics (especially LHCb) that software is 
mostly written by students and postdocs with support from a small staff of permanents 
at CERN. This is simply not sustainable in the upgrade era, much less beyond it. 

Real-time analysis has been organised as a project to try and see if we can manage 
software in the same way that we manage hardware, and secure stable positions at 
member institutes for software engineers and computer scientists to assure the long 
term maintenance and quality of our “software detector”.



How to suppress pileup with O(60) pp collisions per bunch crossing?

Looking beyond to a potential second LHCb upgrade

!37

The anatomy of an LHCb event in the upgrade era, and implications for the LHCb trigger Ref: LHCb-PUB-2014-027

Public Note Issue: 1
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reconstruction. The first row indicates the number of candidates which had at least two tracks from
which a vertex could be produced. The last row shows the output rate of a trigger selecting such
events with perfect efficiency, assuming an input rate of 30 MHz from the LHC, as expected during
upgrade running. A breakdown of each category is available in Table 14.

Figure 1: HLT partially reconstructed (but fully reconstructible) signal rates as a function of decay
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⌧ > 0.2 ps(right). The rate is for two-track combinations that form a vertex only for candidates that
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Fine print: this plot assumes that processing complexity goes 
linearly with detector occupancy, which is in itself an optimistic 
assumption before we even get to the pileup suppression part!



We now have two viable HLT1 models, on x86 and on GPU, already for Run 3! Ability 
to exploit hybrid architectures crucial to maximize physics/Euro in the long term.

Maintaining the flexibility of our processing will be crucial

!38

GBT link : 4.8 Gb/s Upgrade I 
Assume evolution to 10 Gb/s for HL-LHC 
using aggressive error handling : missing 
factor 5 compared to data rate growth.

Event-building : current network is 500 
servers with 100 Gb/s links. 200 Gb/s 
readily available, keep an eye on price/
performance scaling beyond this?

Farm : carry out R&D in next years on 
optimal use of hybrid architectures (GPU/
CPU/FPGA), remain flexible



Conclusions and final thoughts

!39

Sequence genome of 
all humans on EarthLHCb 2032

8000 Eb

~30000 Eb/year

Square Kilometre 
Array (2030s) 

>1000 
Eb/year

Global internet 
dataflow 2021

2800 
Eb/year

ATLAS+CMS 2027

260 Eb/year

https://www.forbes.com/sites/sap/2012/04/16/how-cloud-and-big-data-are-impacting-the-human-genome-touching-7-billion-lives/#551288195609
https://www.forbes.com/sites/sap/2012/04/16/how-cloud-and-big-data-are-impacting-the-human-genome-touching-7-billion-lives/#551288195609
https://www.skatelescope.org/signal-processing/
https://www.skatelescope.org/signal-processing/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_traffic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_traffic


Backup
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Forward spectrometer optimized for precision physics

The LHCb detector at the LHC
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Optimized for charged particles w/some neutral capability

Reconstruction philosophy and role of subdetectors

VELO track Downstream track

Long track

Upstream track

T track

VELO
TT

T1 T2 T3

Tracker : chaged particle reconstruction

Particle identification : RICH, Muon, ECAL

Neutral reconstruction : ECAL
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Data driven efficiency calibration key to precision physics

LHCb analysis methodology and role of calibration samples

Trigger Efficiency 
Tag-and-probe calibration 
method exists & widely used

Tracking efficiency 
Tag-and-probe

Existing Developing

μ e,π,K,p

Particle identification 
Tag-and-probe 

Tag-and-probe calibrations 
exist for all charged particle 
species and for π0/γ, with 
new sources added over 
time to improve coverage
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Splitting the HLT — example of a cascade buffer

Looking inside the eventfilter farm

!44



Consider whole system: if coprocessors in event building network reduce event rate by 
O(10), greatly reduce cost of the network. Also reduces communication cost between x86 
and coprocessor, since data goes directly to the coprocessor.

But we should do a global DAQ optimization

!45



A staged data reduction using increasingly complex algorithms

What is a cascade buffer?

Reconstruct high PT leptons

Reconstruct pp vertices & 
select displaced leptons

Reconstruct other charged 
particles & build B candidate

Build particle identification 
information & purify selection

Bigger data 
volume

More 
complex 

processing
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Use Run I LHC fill structure to simulate disk buffer usage

Optimization of the Run 2 LHCb cascade buffer
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Use simulation to ensure robustness if timing estimates wrong

Optimization of the Run 2 LHCb cascade buffer
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Use simulation to ensure robustness if LHC overperformed

Optimization of the Run 2 LHCb cascade buffer
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